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The second best model in the limited Mitsubishi line, the 2019 RVR crossover gets a new level of finish for 2019 ahead of a comprehensive redesign for 2020. The new RVR SE Black Edition has a large 2.4-liter four-cylinder paired with Sportronic continuously variable transmission, for just $1,000 more
than the SE LTD it's based on. The black edition treat for the compact crossover features Labrador Black outer paint, 18-inch black painted alloy wheels, and a lower already black grille, black skid plate style. Inside, the Black Edition gets red seams accents, along with aluminum brake and acceleration
pedals and artificial suede seats from the GT. Black Edition also benefits from new technology introduced in RVR earlier in 2019, including blind spot warning and rear cross-movement alerts, as well as turn signals in the outer mirrors and a quick key input and ignition system. The updated 2020 model
will demonstrate a much more mature front end. Around the back, the taillights have full-width LED bands that make the RVR look wider and more aggressive. Skid the plate both front and back round the changes. Inside, the smartphone-link audio display was improved, and the display made it larger by
one inch for a total of eight inches. The 2020 RVR will still be offered with either a 2.0L or 2.4L four-cylinder paired with a CVT, sending power to either the front or all four wheels. 2.0L I4 (148 hp/145 lb-ft); 2.4L I4 (168 hp/167 lb-ft) See more news and reviews of The Story/Review Mitsubishi was one of
the first brands to enter the subcompact crossover class when it introduced RVR in 2011. Mitsu uses the name RVR only in Canada and its home country of Japan. In the US, this little utility is called Outlander Sports, and it is known as the ASX in other countries around the world. With a new/key change
from last year to 2020, Mitsubishi has given the RVR a significant upgrade, with an updated style and more standard technical features. Available Mitsu finishes offer RVR in five different trims: ES (FWD or AWC), SE (FWD or AWC), SEL (AWC), Limited Edition (AWC) and GT (AWC). The ES and SE
FWD models have a 2.0L engine, while the SE AWC and all other parts use a 2.4L engine. The continuously variable automatic transmission (CVT) is standard across the entire range. Note that Mitsubishi uses the term all-wheel drive, or AWC, for its all-wheel drive system. Standard features, new to
entry-level ES trim 8.0-inch infotainment touchscreen with Android Auto and Apple CarPlay, and LED headlights and daytime running lights. The standard exteriors are 16-inch steel wheels with lids, heated side mirrors, LED taillights rear spoiler. Inside, all RVR models get heated front seats, six-way
driver and four-way front passenger hand-adjusted seat, leather-trimmed steering wheel and lever shift, automatic climate control, climate control, Key-key entrance, power windows, cruise control, and four stereo speakers with satellite radio. The SE finish adds a blind spot warning with rear intersection
traffic alerts, 16-inch alloy wheels, LED fog lights, chrome exterior trim, rear privacy glass, chrome internal door handles, and six stereo speakers. SEL AWC brings paddle shifts, 18-inch wheels, black roof rails, artificial suede upholstery, illuminated vanity mirrors, and a passive, cheekless entrance. The
Limited Edition AWC is an appearance package built on the SEL AWC with black wheels and exterior trim. GT AWC finish gets departure lane warning, forward collision alert with automatic braking, grill finished in glossy black and satin chrome, automatic headlights with automatic high beams, power
folding side mirrors, Panoramic hatch, six-sided power driver seat, heated steering wheel, leather upholstery, automatic black rearview mirror black headliner, nine stereo fuel economy speakers Mitsubishi fuel consumption estimates for RVR are 9.7/7.8 L/100 km (city/highway) with 2.0L engine with FWD,
and 10.1/8.2 for 2.0L/AWD Figures for 2.4L/AWD 10.3/8.3 L/100 km (city/highway). Competition from Mitsubishi's key competition in subcompact class crossovers includes Mazda CX-3, Honda HR-V, Subaru Crosstrek, Toyota C-HR, Nissan Kicks and S impersonation, Ford Ecosport, Chevrolet Trax, Fiat
500X, Jeep Renegade, and Hyundai Kona. Let's take this aside immediately: The Mitsubishi Outlander Sport may be the worst vehicle in its class. It's not very well built, not a pleasant ride, slow with its base engine, and generally unimpressed in almost every other way. This would have improved only to
rank as awful. But don't take our word for it; Look at what your fellow consumers are saying with their dollars. For every Outlander Sport that leaves a lot, Toyota sells 10 RAV4s. In fact, Outlander Sport sells in such small quantities that Mitsubishi has resorted to a Hyundai/Kia-style 100,000-mile
powertrain warranty to lever them away from the dealer a lot. It doesn't help that Outlander Sport competes in the small crossover spectrum where the best vehicles reside. Hyundai Kona, Toyota RAV4 and Mazda CX-3 will treat you better if you shop for an SUV of this size. What's new in 2020? Although
it is based on the same platform that it has been using since 2011, Outlander Sport did get notable improvements in 2020. Restyled inside and 24 hours, he sheds some of the baby pudge from his old style, trading soft edges for sharper, more deliberate lines, especially in the nose and headlights. There's
a new 18-inch wheel design and LED headlights, taillights, daytime running lights throughout the range. The interior gets new climate control handles and there's an inch added to its infotainment screen on some some 8.0 inches. With the new style comes a $1550 kick in Outlander Sports base price.
There's some shuffling finishes and content for 2020. Mitsubishi killed the LE finish and added a set of driver assistance including a forward-collision warning and an lane-departure warning SE trim. And another manual gearbox bites the dust as Mitsubishi kills five speeds in the base finish of the ES,
causing the Outlander Sport line to be all CVT all the time. We hear sucking soul groans all the way here on Eisenhower Place. Prices and which one to buyGet is cheap. If you are in the Outlander Sport market, it is not because you want extravagance or speed or driver satisfaction. You're here because
you want an inexpensive compact crossover and we get it. None of Outlander's finishes are fancy, and Mitsubishi's attempts to polish tiny trucks are only partially successful. So you might as well spend as little as possible: We're talking go with the ES trim. Engine, transmission, and PerformanceThe
Outlander Sports transmission options represent a choice between the smaller of the two evils. The base 2.0-liter four-cylinder is almost unbearably slow, while the more powerful 2.4-liter engine, which adds 20 horsepower, costs extra and worsens fuel economy. Both engines are paired with an unrefined
continuously variable automatic transmission (CVT). The latest Outlander Sport we tested with the 2.4-liter managed a 7.9-second ride from zero to 60 mph, which is better than a few main rivals. While hardly sporty, Outlander Sport will help you from point A to point B without drama. There's a fair
amount of body roll in the corners, but not so much that it feels unstable or unstable. Outlander Sport's braking distances are average for their class. After some initial softness, when you press the pedal, it firms under tighter braking. View photos of Michael SimariCar and the fuel economy driver and real
world MPGWhy you choose the base 2.0-liter four-cylinder or additional 2.4-liter option, EPA ratings Outlander Sport do not reach their more modern competitors. The 2.0-liter is estimated to be up to 24 mpg city and 30 highways. The all-wheel-drive version earns 1 mpg less in both categories. The 2.4liter has scores of up to 23 mpg city and 29 highways; all-wheel drive means 1 mpg less on the highway. The 2.0-liter Outlander Sport AWD we tested achieved 28 mpg on our 200-mile real fuel economy test route. An additional 2.4-liter all-wheel drive engine returned 26 mpg in the same test. Interior,
comfort, and CargoDespite being marginally improved in some finishes, huge expanses of black plastic combined with uninskhoved dashboard to create a decidedly bargain-basement atmosphere inside Outlander Sport. Leather seats are not available. GT finishes have red stitching on the seats to spice
things up. But no matter how much you pay, there's no escape escape The dim cabin of the Mitsubishi environment. Despite its external footprint, the Outlander Sport cannot match the rear-wheel-drive room of competitors such as the Honda HR-Vand Kia Soul. There's plenty of room for two to fit
comfortably there, but the legroom isn't generous. 60/40 The Split-folding rear seats of the Outlander Sport are easily folded to create a flat cargo floor, but Mitsubishi can't hold as many suitcases as many of its competitors can. The relatively deep central console is a plus, but otherwise Outlander Sport
doesn't offer many places to stash your stuff. For passengers of the rear seats there are no door pockets, and the spare tire takes full subsurface storage in the cargo area. View photos of Michael SimariCar and driver infotainment and ConnectivityApple CarPlay and Android Auto Integration are available
on all but the basic ES finishes. The 8.0-inch touchscreen is displayed on SP and higher trim and is optional on the ES trim with convenience package. Safety and Driver Assistance FeaturesThe 2020 Outlander Sports earned five out of five stars from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
but this 2020 model has not been tested by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. Outlander Sport offers some driver assistance technologies, such as blind spot monitoring and cross-traffic alerts. This year's SE gets the most advanced security features. These include: Automated emergency braking
Automatic high-beam blind spot warning headlights and rear cross-movement alertWarranty and maintenance CoverageMitsubishi is one of the best in its class, offering a coating that matches or exceeds Hyundai and Kia. Limited warranty covers 5 years or 60,000 miles Powertrain warranty covers 10
years or 100,000 miles No free scheduled maintenance 2020 mitsubishi rvr manual
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